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A generalization of Kuznetsov’s formula is given for line bundles over complete 
Riemannian locally symmetric spaces of rank 1 and of finite volume. In the classical 
case of Riemann surfaces the methods yields a new proof of Proskurin’s generaliza- 
tion of Kuznetsov’s formula. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [K] Kuznetsov proved a beautiful formula for the modular group 
which we will now describe. Let H be the upper half-plane with PSL(2, R) 
acting by linear fractional transformations. Let f = PSL(2, Z). On H we 
put the standard metric of constant curvature - 1. Let A be the corre- 
sponding Laplacian on H. Iffe C”(H)f(yz) =f(z), If(z)1 < C(Im z)~ and 
Af = (v2 - i) f then there exists a constant f(n) such that 
I 
d f(x + iy) eC21rinx dx =7(n) pK”(274nl y) (1) 
with K, denoting (as usual) McDonald’s Bessel function of imaginary 
argument. 
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Let E(v, z) be the non-analytic Eisenstein with parameter v. Then 
dE(v) = (v* - +) E(v), so formula (1) applies to E(v). Let (tij} c L’(f \H) 
be such that A$j= (v,‘- $) $j, and ($j, $;) = 6, relative to the Petersson 
inner product and {I/~} is complete relative to these properties. Let f be an 
even holomorphic function on {v E @ 11 Re VI < & + E > for some E > 0 such 
that If(v)/ 6 C(l + Ivl)~‘-’ f or some 6>0 and all v with IRe v( <i+E. 
Then 
6 m - hm 
I 71* --m 
f(it) t tanh nt dt 
Here S(n, m; c) is the classical Kloosterman sum, Lzir =Jzit if nm > 0, 
L,, = Zzil if nm < 0 and J,, I, denote the classical Bessel functions. 
In this paper we show that there is a generalization of (2) to the case 
when H is a complete Riemannian non-compact symmetric space of rank 1 
and Z is a discrete group of isometries such that T\H has finite volume. 
The difficulty in giving such a generalization is the determination of the 
replacement for the Bessel functions .ZZlr, Zzir in the formula. We reinterpret 
Jlv as the Fourier transform (up to a normalization factor) of the T(v) 
transform ([GW], [MW]) which transforms conical vectors to Whittaker 
vectors on the spherical principal series. We call this function the “r” 
function. There is a natural generalization of (2) once this interpretation is 
made. Furthermore, one can use group theoretic methods (mainly the 
computations of the Fourier coefficients of the M-series in [MW]) to give 
a proof of this generalization. This proof in the special case of H the upper 
half-plane and Z a Fuchsian group is simpler and more transparent than 
the original (see [K ; P]). We also show how our method applies to line 
bundles. 
Bruggeman obtained an analogous (but somewhat less explicit) formula 
in the case of G = SL(2, IF!), r the modular group [Brl]. He gave an alter- 
native proof of (2) valid for general Fuchsian groups and forms of arbitrary 
weight [Br2]. The formula in [Brl, Theorem (3.29)] has been generalized 
by L. Barchini [B] to the case of constant negative curvature. Another 
alternative approach to such formulas has been found by J. Cogdell and 
I. Piattetski-Shapiro for spaces of constant negative curvature which yields 
similar results for dimension 2. For higher dimension their formula is of a 
different nature. It is of interest to determine the relationship between the 
two formulas. 
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In a sequel to this paper we will give a generalization of our formula to 
the following class of Z’. Let H be a simple group defined over Q such that 
the group of real points is of R-rank 1. Let F be a finite extension of Q. We 
write G for H looked upon as defined over F and let Z be arithmetic in the 
restriction of scalars of G from F to Q. These results apply in particular to 
the Hilbert-Blumenthal groups. 
1. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE KUZNETSOV FORMULA 
Let G be a real, connected semisimple Lie group of R-rank 1. Let 
G = NAK be an Iwasawa decomposition of G and let g = f @ a @ n be the 
corresponding Lie algebra decomposition. If M is the centralizer of A in K, 
P = MAN, let IX be the simple root of (P, A) and let p(H) = 4 tr ad(H) In, 
HE a. If B is a G-invariant form on g, let ( , ) denote both the induced 
form on a,. or its dual form on a,*. Fix Ho E a such that a(Ho) = 1 and 
assume that B is chosen so that (a, ol) = 1. We will often identify a, and 
a,* with 62 by choosing H, and ~1, respectively, as a basis. More generally, 
if kE K and a’ = Ad(k H’= Ad(k) H,, a’= croAd(k-‘), we will identify 
a:, and a:* with C via H’ + 1, ~1’ -+ 1, respectively. Let C denote the 
Casimir operator of G corresponding to B. 
If 5 E &?, v E a,* let H5,” denote the associated principal series representa- 
tion and let Hg”, Hz denote the space of K-finite Cm-vectors and C” 
vectors, respectively. Let A,((, v): HE,” + H5”,“’ be the Kunze-Stein inter- 
twining operator, where W(A) = { 1, s} is the Weyl group of (P, A). If 
x E Z?- { 1 } is a unitary character, let J,,, denote the Jacquet Whittaker 
vector (cf. [GW, Section 73). Then J5,” can be holomorphically continued 
to a,* and satisfies a functional equation 
J,,,, 0 A.dL v) = Y<(V) J,,,, (1.1) 
with y&v) meromorphic on a:. 
If 5 = 1 we will write H” = H1,“, A,(v)= A,(l, v), J, = J,,“, y(v)=?,(v), 
and J(v, g) = J,(n,(g) v,), where u,, E H” is a unit vector fixed by K. Then 
A,(v) 00 = c(v) 00, where c(v) is Harish-Chandra’s c-function. c(v) is 
meromorphic on a,* and c(v) c( -v) = p(v)-‘, p(v) the Plancherel density. 
If x ~fi, x # 1, let Z<(v), M(& v), M(& v, g, u) be as defined in [MWl, 
Section 11, for ge G, u E H$“. In the case when t = 1, u = uo, the entire 
function Z(v) does not vanish on the closed right half plane and we may 
thus use the unnormalized M-function Z(v))‘M( 1, v). For simplicity we will 
write throughout this paper M(v, g) for Z(v)-‘M(1, v, g, uo). 
Let Z be a discrete subgroup of G satisfying Langlands’ assumptions [L] 
and such that Z\G is not compact. Suppose that P is Z-percuspidal and 
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that x(n) = 1, n E rN= f n N, x as above. Under the action of C, 
L’(T\G/K) decomposes 
L’(r\G/K) = L;(P\G/‘K) 0 Lf(r\G/K), 
where the spectrum of C on Li(f \G/K) (resp. L:(r\G/K) is discrete (resp. 
continuous). Let {tijlj~ N } be a complete orthonormal system of eigen- 
functions Crjj= ljtij, Jo BJ. If I’, denotes the (g, K)-submodule of 
Li(T\G), spanned by cc/i, fix a (g, K)-epimorphism Tj: Hz -+ V,, where 
vj~ i[w u [0, p(H,)]. Since under our normalization the eigenvalue of C 
on H’ is v(HO)* -p(HO)‘, VE UZ, then A,= vj(HJ2 -p(H#. Thus, if 
P’ = kPk-’ is any r-percuspidal parabolic subgroup and x’ E (T,,\N’)” = 
(x E (N’)” ) x(T~,) = (1) f, then [MW, A.2.41 implies that 
s I-N’\N’ x’(n) $ji(ng) dn = C,,($jcli) J”(cj, g) 
= z,'(lc/,) Jx'(vj3 g), (1.2) 
where F’(v, g) = J$(nyP.(g) L(k) uO) and L,: H’ + Hk” is the intertwining 
operator given by L(k)f(x) =f(k-lx). We naturally have for n’ E N’, 
a’ E A’, k E K: .P’(v, n’a’k) = x(n’) P’(v, a). We note that by (1.4) supra, 
Zx,( tij)(d,.( Vj)/d,( vi)), where d.J v) is an entire function. 
If M(v, g) is as above, consider the M-series 
WV, g) = 1 WV, xh Rev>p(H,), gEG. 
YE rA’\r 
It will be convenient to restate some of the results in [MW] when 
specialized to the spherical case. 
1.1. THEOREM. (i) M(v, g) can be meromorphically continued to a,*. 
The singularities in the closed right ha(f-plane are located at v = vI or v = Cj, 
j E N. The poles are simple except for v = 0, which iYf a pole, is a double pole. 
(ii) The residue of M(v, g) at v = vk #O is a square-integrable 
automorphic form and tf c,($,), Z,(ej) are as in (1.2) we have 
Res M(V, g) = - te(v,) 1 = ukcHo$e p(Ho~2 ‘x(h) ej(g) (‘k # ‘1 Y = Yk I 
Res M(v, g) = - 4c(Vk) 
Y = ik j. = ,,H$p p(Ho~2 ‘x(ej) $j(g) (‘k f O). 
I 
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Furthermore, 
lim v*M(v, g)= -(Fz; c(v)) 
v - 0 
c 
j> 1 j., = -p(ff~)~ 
Proof: See [MW, 2.5, 2.6, and (3.4)]. 
We next recall some facts on the Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein and 
M-series. Let E(v, g) = E(P, v, g) denote the spherical Eisenstein series at 
P, given for Re v(H,) > p(H,) by 
-fYp, v, 8) = 1 4Yg)“+P. 
‘, t F,.,; I- 
(1.3) 
We then have (cf. [MW, 2.71). 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let XE (T,\N)” - { 11. Let P’=kPk-‘, x’~(r,,,‘\N’)” 
and assume that if P’ # P, then P’ is not r-conjugate to P. Then 
(i) ifx’# 1, 
s x’(n) E(v, ng) dn = D:.(P’, P, v) Jx’(v, g), FN \N’ 
s 
x’(n) M( v, ng) dn = Di,( P’, P, v) Jx’( v, g) 
I-)+.\N’ 
where u(x) = C. i’E~N\~p ~w+,~: x(W)) and rp = rn rp. 
Gil frN# 
M(v, ng) dn = D:(P’, P, v) a’(g)-Y”+P’, 
s 
E(v,ng)dn=~?,..a’(g)““‘+~‘+D:(P’, P, v)a’(g)-““‘+P’. 
F.v,\N’ 
(iii) D:(P’, P, v) =D:(P, P’, v). 
(iv) If gEPs*N we write g=n,(g)a,m(g)s*n,(g) with n,(g)EN, 
ag E A, m(g) E M. Then, if Re v(H,) > p(H,), 
WP’, P, v) = 1 xh(6)) a:+‘, 
dcSk 
where S is a complete system of representatives for T,\T/T,. (resp. 
rN\r- r,/r,) id P’ # P (resp. P’ = P). 
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Zf x’# 1, then 
D;W, P, 5, v) 
Here, if m E MA and x, = (xl)“, we have 
z(xl, x, m, 5, VI= C a,(v)(dl(l)(Ad(ms*)-lY(Z)‘) 
IE N” 
(al(v) and Y(Z)’ are as in [MW, Appendix 11) and this series converges 
absolutely and uniformly on vertical strips in {v 1 Re v > O}. 
(v) ZfOdb,<b,andt>O, there isc>Osuch that ifxl=(f)” then 
IQ1, x, ma, t, VII 6 c 
uniformly for b,<Rev(H,)<b, and UEA,= {aEAIaa<t}, mEM. Zf 
p(H,) < b, < bZ, there is c = c(b,, bZ, x, x’) > 0 such that 
ID;,(P’, P, 5, VII <c, ij” b,dRev(H,)<b,. 
Proof: The proofs of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) are given in [MW, Proposi- 
tion 2.71. 
It is also clear from the expression in (iv) that if x’ = 1, Re v(H,) > 
p(Hd, then 
ID:(P', P, 4, v)l = IDi(P, P’, tk, v)l < c ayV+P 
6ESk 
= D:(P, P’, 1, Re v). 
Set xi = (x’)“. We have from [MW, A.1.51 that la,(v)1 6 la,(Re v)j; 
hence from the expression in (iv) 
1$x1,x, ma, v)l <cc la,(Rev)l~~‘~l &~(A4s*)-‘Y(Z)‘)I <cc’ 
uniformly for v and a as above. Hence if p(H,) < Re v(H,) we have 
ID;df”, f’, 5, v)l G 1 a!?‘fp IrkI, x, 46) aa, 5, v)l 
6sSk 
< c’Df(P, P’, 1, Re v), 
and the last assertion follows. 
Let x’ be a unitary character on N. Then (dx’)(X) = -iB(X, 0X,,) for 
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some X,. E tt,. When -B(X,,, OX,.) = $ we say that x’ is normalized. Given 
x there exists U,EA such that 
x(n) = x’kp,‘X nEN 
and x’ is normalized. Since, furthermore, 
JX(v, a) = a;--“J”‘(v, up), 
it follows from [GW, 7.3(i)] that 
J”(v, a) = d,(v) uPK,,(u”u;), (1.4) 
where d,(v) = c(v) 2’-‘u;/r(v) is entire and K,(x) denotes MacDonald’s 
K-Bessel function (as usual v E a* is identified with v( H,)). From (1 .l ) and 
(1.4) we get 
c(v) d,( -VI = Y(V) d,(v). (1.5) 
We will also need several facts related to the Kantorovich-Lebedev 
transform. Set for v E c=, fj E C,“(O, co) 
WV) = Jbz K”(X) d(x) $. (1.6) 
Fixs>O, b>O(b%&).Set S,={xl/Revl<b}. 
1.5. DEFINITION. Let Y, denote the space of functions f such that 
there exists E = s(f) so that f is even and holomorphic on Sb+E and 
le (n’2)“mv’p(v) f(v)1 . b 1s ounded for any polynomial p(v), v in Sh+ F. Set, for 
fEYb,O<X<al, 
Rf(x)=71-2 +ni s K,(x) f (it) t sinh 7~ dt. -z 
1.6. THEOREM (Kantorovich-Lebedev). (i) Zf 4 E C,?(O, co) then Kd(v) E 
9, for any b > 0. 
(ii) The map 4 --t K4, #E C,?(O, co), extends to an isometry from 
L*((O, oo), dx/x) onto L*([w, (l/rr*)t sinh rrt dt) with inoerse K. 
(iii) If fE%, i-E& r>O then (Kf)“‘(x)=o(xbpr) us x+0, 
(Kf )“‘(x) = o(xpbpr) us x + +a. Furthermore, the integruZ (1.6) converges 
absolutely if q5 = Kf and K( k?f) = f: 
ProoJ The content of the theorem is included in the results in [Br2, 
Section 131, after taking into account that Bruggemann’s definitions of the 
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transforms K and K are slightly different (he uses the measure dx/x2 instead 
of dx/x, on R’). 
The following lemma will also be needed. 
1.7. LEMMA. Fix b>i and let ~EC”(O, GO) be such that if r=O, 1, 
p(x) = O(xb+6-‘) as x-+0 for some 6>0 and d(‘)(x)=o(xpbpr) as 
x + +OO. Then there exist sequences 4, E C,F”(O, co), E, E R, E, -+ 0, such that 
D%(v) - @(v)l GE, If(v - ;,I 
uniformlyfor VEL,= {vIRev=b}. 
Proof: It is clear from the asymptotic properties of 4(x) and K,(x) at 
x = 0 and cc that the integral (1.6) converges absolutely and defines an 
even holomorphic fUnCtiOn on sb. 
Choose /I E C,“(R) such that P(t) > 0, supp(p) c [ -2,2], p(t) = 1 if 
1 tI Q 1 and set p”(x) = /J(log x/n) for 0 <x < co. Then supp(p,) c [e-*“, e2n], 
pn + 1 and furthermore IjIL( < /1/?‘/1 oo/xn for n E N, 0 XX < co. 
By Basset’s formula K,(y) = T(v + i) y -” j Z 2 cos xy dx/( 1 + x2)” + I/*, 
for Re v > 0. Hence if c$Jx) = d(x) D,,(x) we have 
K&v) - KA(v) 
=f(v+$ jam Y-y-v(Y)(l-8n(Y)) !“z (l:;*;+*,2dxdY 
=Qv+$ jam l."mcY)(l-~~(Y))(j~;: (,'I (I+$J.+L")dY 
+ jo= Y-“-v(Y)(l -P,(Y)) j;: ((FJs),!!dxdY 
=Qv) jm ~-“-‘d(~)(l -LL(y))dy 
0 
After integrating by parts, the first summand is estimated in absolute 
value for VELb by (Ir(v)l/lvl) a, with 
lx, = O” Y-~I~‘(Y)U -MY))I dy+ 118’ -E y-b-‘l#(y)l dy+O s n 0 
as n + co, by the properties of 4(y). 
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On the other hand, 
1 Ocl d 
j ( 
sin’(xy/2) 
1 
1 
=2(V-1/2) 0 z x (1 +x2)“-li2dx 
Y 
5 
m sin xy dx 
=2(V- l/2) 0 x (1 +x2)“-“2 
m sin’(xy/2) dx 
-2(v52) 0 I x’y (1 +x2)“-1’2’ 
IJ 1 sin xy dx 0 x (1 +x2)“--1’2 
a, sin xy 
dx 
, x(1 +xz)“P”z 
dx 
xl-“(l +X2)Re”-~,2~CuYn 
< c’. 
Similarly, 
+CC sin*(xy/2) 
dx <c(y”+ 1). 
-m x2y(l +x2)“-“* 
Assume now c < 2b - 1. Then if v E L,, the second summand is estimated 
by IT(v - ;)I a;, where 
.&=c s om (yeb+” +Y-~MY)U -P,(Y))I dy-+O, n+co, 
since the integrand is dominated by cl if 0 < y < 1, and by c2. Y-“+~, an 
integrable function by the choice of cr. Letting E, = a,, + a; the lemma 
follows. 
Let $ E C”(A) be such that IHk$(a)l < cka2P+Ea for some ck >O, E > 0, 
and all k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . and +(a,) = ~(a;~“), as t + +co. Set 
p;(g) = 1 XMYg)) ti(4Y&T)). 
fN\r 
Clearly the series converges uniformly on compacta and by explicit calcula- 
tion of the constant terms (cf. [MW, Lemma 2.21) one shows that P$ is 
bounded. 
580/93/l-13 
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= cp,,(vj) 1 ap2Wa) Jx(c,, a) da. 
Similarly (by 1.2( iii)), 
<P$, E(P;, v, .)) = D;(P, Pi, v) il, a-2Pi,Qz) JX(V, a) da. 
(1.4) implies that 
s A a-2Pt,b(a) .F(V, a) da = d,(v) a; .r, KJa’) 0t,Qza,‘) da 
= d,(v) @(vh 
where d(x) = u~x~~(~O) $(exp((log x) H,) a;‘). We note that 4(x) = 
4x P(e!) + El ) as x+0, f$(x) =o(x-~~(~O)) as x-+ co. 
We now fix b>p(H,,). Let heYb and 4=Kh. We define +E C”(A) by 
$(a) = &‘d((~,a)~). One can check that if Jtl < 1 IHk+(a,)l < c&‘(~O)+~)~ 
for some c,>O and [P~@(a,)l = ~(a,(~~“(~~))‘) as t + co (see 1.6(ii)). 
Hence, if (P,} is a complete set of representatives for the r-conjugacy 
classes of T-percuspidal parabolic subgroups, then by the above and [MW, 
A.2.31, P$ has a spectral decomposition given by 
h(v) D:V’, Pi, v) d,(v) E(P;, v, g) dv, (1.7) 
where ci > 0, i = 1, . . . . IZ. 
We are now in a position to prove an analog, for M-series, of a standard 
fact about Eisenstein series (cf. [HC, Lemma 281). 
1.8. LEMMA. Fix b > p(H,). Let h(v) E Yb, h = @ and let II/ E Cm(A) be 
gioen by $(a) = &‘qS((a,a)‘). Ifg E G then 
and the integral converges uniformly on compacta of G. Here d,(v)/c(v) = 
2l -“up-(v). 
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Proof. By Kantorovich-Lebedev inversion, if a E A, 
$(a) = aP7C2i 
s 
v sin rrvK, K,((a,a)“) h(v) dv 
Rev=0 
up 
=471i s d,(v) dx( -v) P(V) M&4”) h(v) dv Rev=0 
(since d,(v) = 21-“aEc(v)/ZJv)) 
1 
=471i s 
d,(v) P(V) Jx( - v, a) NV) dv 
Rev=0 
1 
=471i s d,(v) P(v)(Y(v) M( -v, a) + 4 -v) WV, a)) h(v) dv Rev=0 
[MW, 1.31 
1 
s 
d (v) 
=2xi 
X M(v, a) h(v) dv 
Rev=0 c(v) 
(by (1.5)) 
1 
=27ci s 
d (~1 X M(v, a) h(v) dv. 
Rev=b c(v) 
The shift of line integration is legitimate since h(v) E Yb, Idx(v)/c(v)l < 
c/jr(v)/ and IM(v,a)j~c uniformly for O<Rev<b, UEA, (cf. [MW, 
Appendix 1 ] ). 
Hence 
PX ’ vvg1= g r 1 ~(n(~g)) i.,= b $f WV, 4yg)) h(v) dv 
N 
\r 
1 
=271i I 
d (v) 
x WV, g) h(v) dv, 
Rev=b c(v) 
since 
i-b l+fj =,\,- 
Mv)l 1 Mv, 4w))l dv 
GCb jR,,=, I%1 Ih( dV< 00 
uniformly for g in a compacturn. This proves the lemma. 
Since M(v, g) has a meromorphic continuation to @, one would like, as 
in the case of Eisenstein series, to shift the integral in Lemma 1.8 back to 
the line Re v = 0. There is an initial difficulty, since M(v, g) generally has 
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poles on this line. In 1.12 we will describe a way to express (1.8) in terms 
of a principal value integral over the line Re v = 0. 
We next obtain a version of Kuznetsov sum formula [K, Theorem l] in 
our context. It is a consequence of the computation of the inner product of 
two incomplete Q-series with characters, in two different ways. 
1.9. THEOREM. Fix E > 0, b > p(H,), 6 > 0. Let P, P’ be percuspidal 
parabolic subgroups of G, P’= kPk-‘, k E K, and let XE (r,\N)” - (l}, 
X’E (T,,\N’)^ - {l}. W e will assume that either P’= P or P’ is not 
r-conjugate to P. Let h(v) be an even, holomorphic function on 
s v;Y= {VI IRe VI <b+E} such that Ih(v)l <c(e-x~lmv~/(l + II~v~)‘+~ for 
b+E. Then 
1 h(vj) d,(q) mm +,Jtij) 
h(v) d,(V) d,,( -V) D:(P, Pi, V) D:,(P’, Pi, V) dv 
ia 6 
=-yqT (P. x). (P’, x’) s 
h(v)v sin XV dv 
Rev=0 
+& C xhkV)W)k(n2(4) 
dcSk 
X s h(v) d,(v) d,O) r(Wk, x, m(6) aa, v) 4 Rev=0 c(v) 
where z is as in Proposition 1.2(iv), S is a complete system of representatives 
for T,\T/Tw (resp. r,\r- r,/r,) if P’ # P (resp. P’ = P) and, if 6 E Sk, 
6 =n,(6) asm(6) s*n,(6) E Ps*N. 
Proof: We first assume that 4i~ C,“(O, co), hi(v)= Kq4i(v), i= 1, 2. Let 
til(a) = aP4,((aa,)a), $2(a’) = a’p’q5,((a’ak,)a’), aE A, a’E A’, where as usual 
P’ = kPk-’ and a’, p’, al,, E A’ have the obvious meaning (analogous to 
those of ~1, p, a,). Define compactly supported functions on T\G, P;,(g), as 
above, i = 1, 2. 
By Lemma 1.8 and Proposition 1.2 we have 
1 
=271i I h,(v) Rev=b 
f$$ (M(v, .), P$ dv 
1 
=2ni s 
h,(v) d,(v) 
Rev=b c(v) s 
Ca’-2P’(a(x) 6(p,X).(~,X+fX’(vy a’) A, 
+ Di,(P’, P, v) Jx’(v, a’)) +*(a’)] da’. (1.9) 
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Now 
P(V) q-v) JX’h g) 
= P(V) d,( -V)(Y( -VI MX’(v, g) + c(v) MX’(-v, g)) 
d (v) =LMX(~, g)+=&b”(v, g) (by(W). (1.10) 
c(v) 
Since MX( -v, g) is uniformly bounded on vertical strips on the closed 
right half-plane, we may shift the line of integration in the lirst summand 
of (1.9) to Re v = 0 and use (1.10) to find that 
W’( v, a’) dv 
1 
=- 
2 I 
h,(v) p(v) d,( -v) F’(v, a’) dv. 
Rev=0 
Since jA, a- *P’P’(v a’) $*(a’) da’ = d,,(v) h,(v), the first summand in , 
(1.9) equals 
1 
G a(x) b,xbWd) s 
h,(v) b(v) P(V) d,( -VI d,,(v) dv 
Rev=0 
1 h,(v) h,(v)v sin xv dv. 
Rev=0 
Therefore, from (1.7) and (1.9) we obtain 
x d,r( -v) D;(Pi, P, v) Df(Pi, P’, v) dv 
= a(x) b.xLw.x’) -Ii s,,,=, h(v) h2(v) v sin xv dv 
+&S,.,=, h,(v)h,(v) dX(;($‘(v) D$(P’, P, v)dv. (1.11) 
The next goal will be to show that (1.11) holds for h,, h,~5$ (see 1.5). 
For simplicity we will denote by I(h) and II(h), respectively, the left- and 
right-hand side of ( 1.11) when applied to a function h. That is, ( 1.11) reads 
(6X,, P$ = I(h,h*) = II(h,h,), 
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where hi= Kdj, di= C,“(O, co) and It/r E C,“(A), +2~ C,“(A’) are related to 
4r, & as above. Since (1.11) is @-bilinear it may be assumed that 
h, = h, = h E 5$ and h(C) = h(v) (or equivalently h(v) takes real values on 
R u i[w, or else 4 takes real values ; note that any h E Yb can be written 
h = h, + ih2 with hire 9& hi(V) = hi(v), i= 1,2). We first consider the case 
when (P, 1) = (P’, x’). We will use an approximation argument by means of 
a sequence 4, E C,“(O, co), 4, + ~5 (h = Kd) as in Lemma 1.7. Since ~5, + 4 
in L2((0, co), &lx), if h, = Kc$, Theorem 1.6(i) implies that 
s hz(v)v sin nv dv + s h( v)‘v sin nv dv Rev=0 
(if Re v = 0, h(v) and h,(v) are real). 
Now, by Proposition 1.2(v), the integrand in the second summand of the 
right-hand side of (1.11) on hi(v) - h2(v) is estimated in absolute value by 
I4v)l 
clh;W - h2Wl ,rcvj12 
d 2clUv) - h(v)l 
2 Ic(v)l 
,r~v~12 (h(v) E %) 
6 c’ 
mv - WY2 Ic(v)l E 
lm)12 n 
< c”( 1 + IIm(v)J))3’2s,, if Re v = b. 
Here we have used Lemma 1.7, Stirling’s formula, and the estimate Ic(v)l d 
c(IIm(v)l-“2) if Rev=b, IIm(v)l large. Since SReu=b(1+IImvl)-3’2dv<oo 
this shows that II + II(h2), n + co. 
It is not hard to check that P$. + Pf in 1) 1) 2. On the other hand, 
I(h2) = llPfI/ :, I(hi) IIP$.Ij :, hence I(hi) + I(h2). Thus I(h*) = II(h2) for 
heYb with h(V)= h(v). So we have I(h,h,)= II(h,h,) for arbitrary h,, h, 
in Yb. 
We now set h,(v) = (a2 - v2)~‘~2-d(cos(~v/2m))-“, where 0 < 6 < 1 and 
uER+, m E N are sufficiently large so that h,(v) is holomorphic in Sb + E. 
Then ho(v)2 satisfies the growth condition assumed for h in the statement 
of the theorem and h,(v) > 0, if Re v = 0. Set h,(v) = h,(v)(cos(nv/2mn))-‘. 
Then h,ESb+., h,(v)+h,(v), VES~+~, and Ih,(v)l<cJho(v)l for some 
c>O for all nEf$ vES~+~. It is easy to see, using Proposition 1.2(v), that 
the integrals in the right-hand side of (1.11) are absolutely convergent for 
any h as in the statement of the theorem (in particular, if h = hg). Hence by 
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dominated convergence II + II and then by Fatou’s lemma 
1(/z:) 6 lim I(hi) = II( Again by dominated convergence, I(hi) = 
lim 1(/z:) = II( 
We now assume that h(v) is a general function as in Theorem 1.9, and 
we allow (P, x) # (P’, x’). It is clear that the right-hand side of (1.11) is 
absolutely convergent at h(v). Furthermore there exists c > 0 such that 
Ih( G ~14dV)12, vESb+c. 
This estimate, together with the Schwarz inequality, imply that the 
left-hand side of (1.11) is absolutely convergent at h(v). Define h,(v) = 
h(v)(cos(nv/m))m~ (cos(7cv/mn))-‘, k,(v) = (cos(7w/m))-m(cos(7cv/mn))-‘. 
Then h,(v) .k,(v) = h(v)(cos(rr~/mn)))~ + h(v) and h,, k, E Yb. Again by 
dominated convergence we obtain that I(h) =11(h). This shows that (1.11) 
still holds for h(v) as in the statement, in place of h,(v) h,(v). 
Finally, in the second term of the right-hand side we use the explicit 
expression for D:.(P’, P, v), interchange summation and integration and 
shift the integration line to Re v = 0 in light of the estimate for 
I.r((X’Y~ x2 46) a63 v)j in Proposition 1.2(v). This concludes the proof. 
1.10. COROLLARY (Compare [B]). Let h(v) he a function us in 
Theorem 1.9. Then the series 
C Ih( 
i 
is convergent. In particular, 
Id,(v,) ~,,,(ll/~)l 6 (1 + J~~l)~+~e(~‘~)l”~’ as j+o3 
for any E > 0. Since ld,(v)12 = )4v sin nvl/rcp(v) if Re v = 0, we also have 
ICP,,($j)l < IPL(Vj)lU + IV,I)1’2+E as j--+00, 
for any .5 > 0. 
We now add an extra assumption that yields a slight sharpening of (K), 
suggested by Kuznetsov’s original formula. 
If r =2p(H,), then rE N. Set h(v)= f(v)/(cos(xv/r))r, where f(v) is 
any even holomorphic function in S,, (h > p(H,)) such that 1 f (v)l < 
l/(1 + Ivl)2+6, veSb, for some 6>0. Since h(v) has a pole at v=r/2, (K) 
does not immediately apply to h(v). If S is as in Theorem 1.9, set for c > 0, 
(Sk),= {&SkIa$=c-’ } and %‘= {c>Ol(Sk),#@}. In this notation, 
consider the following assumption on r, (P, x), (P’, x’) : 
(1.12) 
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Condition (1.12) was used in the case of G = SL(2, [w) in the lectures of 
H. Iwaniec at Rutgers University in the fall of 1987 [I]. We may now state 
1.11. THEOREM. Notation as in Theorem 1.9, Assume furthermore that 
(1.12) is satisfied. Let r = 2p(H,) and let f(v) be an even holomorphic func- 
lion in Sb such that If(v)1 < c(l/(l + Iv))*+‘) for some c, 6 >O. Then (K) 
holds for h(v) = f(v)/(cos(nv/r))r. 
Proof: We will use a natural approximation argument. Set h, =f(v) . 
(cos(7w/r( 1 + t)) -r(l + I), 0 < t < 1. Then h,(v) is holomorphic in an open 
strip containing {VI IRe VI <r} and /h,(v)1 ~c(e”m”t/(l + 1~1)~‘~) in this 
strip. Hence (K) holds for h,(v). 
We observe that , from a well-known fact on the abscissa of absolute 
convergence of a Dirichlet series (cf. [W] ), (1.12) implies that for some 
E’>o, 
C 1 C x(nI(s))(x.)*(n2(a))/ c-‘+~ < 00. (1.12)’ 
l-e% GC(Sk), 
Furthermore, if E’ is as in (1.12)‘, it is not hard to check that there exists 
c = C(E)) such that 
Ih( 6 clh(v)l> (1.13) 
uniformly for v in So = {v I [Rev1 < (r - ~‘)/2}, 0 < t < 4. Similarly, there 
exists c’= c’(E’) such that if h,(v) = f(v)(cos(zv/2r))-“‘, then 
Ih( G c’lh~(v)l for vES,. (1.14) 
Write II(h)=lI,(h) + II,(h), where II,(h) denotes the first term in the 
right-hand side of (K). Since h,(v) verifies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.9, 
(1.14) implies that the left-hand side of (K) and the first term on the right- 
hand side of (K) converge absolutely at h(v). By (1.13) it then follows by 
dominated convergence that 
W,) --t I(h), II, -+ II,(h), as t -+O. 
Now, by Proposition 1.2(v) there exists c” > 0 such that 
lr((~‘)~, x, m(6) a6, v)l < C” uniformly for v E S,, Re v 2 0, 6 E Sk. Thus we 
may write 
II,(h) = c xh(~))(x’)“h(~)) 4’
X I 
h(v) d,(v) d,,(v) 
Reu = (r/Z) - ES (cos(nv/r))r c(v) 
aiT(W x, m(6) a,, v) dv. 
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Thus, 
Ih( 
I(cos(nv/r))lr 
Id,(v) d,4v)l dv 
Ic(v)l 
x <lg &Zk) X(~l(wX’Y(~2m cc2+&’ ; ( I I 1 
hence III(h)1 < cc, by (1.12)‘. It now follows easily, by dominated 
convergence, that II -+ II(h) and the proof is complete. 
1.12. Digression. We now carry out a sketch of the analysis necessary 
to move the contour of integration in (1.8) to the imaginary axis. As we 
shall see, the corresponding formula will involve a principal value integral 
and an extra term. 
Let us consider a family of curves a,(t), t E Iw, 0 < s < 1, consisting of a 
continuous perturbation of the curve y(t) = ti. That is, we let a,(tg) = y(t) 
on [w - lJ,z i [t,- sr,, t, + sr,] and on the interval [t - srj,t + sr,] let a,(t) 
describe a semicircle C( f itj, srj) on the closed right half-plane centered 
at f itj and with radius sr,. Here { fit,} (ti < t2 < . ..) is the set of 
possible poles of M(v, g) on {v 1 Re v = 0} and rj are chosen so that 
rj<illf{+Itj-tj-11, ~ltj--tj+il, i}. Clearly lims,,a,(t)=y(t), if tE[W. 
Denote now by Q(v) the integrand in (1.8). One can show that it is 
legitimate to shift of integration in (1.8) to LX,, picking up the correspond- 
ing residues : 
i 
@( v)dv = Q(v) dv + 2ni f Res Q(v), 
Rev=b i a, , y=P, 
where ply p2, . . . . p,,, are the poles of M(v, g) on (0, p(H,)]. Now 
Q(v) dv 3 pv f Res @(v)+Re;@(v) 
j= 1 "t;+qJ 1 
and by Theorem 1 .l, if fk # 0, 
Res Q(v)= -id,(ir,) h(itk) 
” = ilk 
1 cP,x(tijli) $j(g) 
+= -&-p(H& 
Res 
Y= -‘I, 
Q(v) = -t d( - itk) h( - itk) 1 c”p,x($j) t+bj( g) 
i 
= -; dX(ifk) h(itk) c, cP,x(+j) tiji(S) 
A,= -r:-p(Ho)* 
= Res D(v). 
Y = ilk 
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= -h(o) d,(o) Xj c,y(lclj) ll/j(g) 
I.,= -p(H(# 
Res Q(v)= -id,(Qi) Wd c CP,,Wji, 9$(g). 
v = Pk ,?,=&p(M# 
We thus obtain 
s Rev=h Q(v) dv= PU s,,,=, WV) dv 
-7Ti f d,(vj) Mvj) cP,,(lclj) tij(S) . 
[ j=l 1 
Hence, if (P$)d (resp. ((PX,)J denotes the projection of P$ on 
Lz(T\G/K) (resp. L:(f\G/K)), we have, by (1.7) and (1.8) 
2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL K-TYPES FOR SU(n, 1) 
Throughout this section we will assume that G is locally isomorphic to 
SU(n, I), n k 2, and we will show that the methods of Section 1 yields a 
sum formula in the case of l-dimensional K-types. Let K be the connected 
subgroup of G which is locally isomorphic to the set of matrices of the form 
k=[; $1, UE V(n), det u= eeie. If ZE iw, define 4,(k) =det(u)’ and let 
5,=&f. When G is not simply connected we shall assume that 1 is restricted 
to the appropriate discrete subgroup of Iw to make q5[ single valued on K. 
Set 
c’(v) = jN a(s*n)“+Pqi,(k(s*n)) dn 
JAV, g) =J,,,“(q,,” k) d,) 
M,(h g) = MC,, v)(ne,,“k) 4,), 
where M(<,, v) is defined as in [MW]. (We include in this case the 
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normalizing factor making M(t,, v) everywhere holomorphic.) From [GW, 
Lemma 7.31 we have 
J,(v, a) = d,,,(v) -wq> (2.1) 
where d,,,(v) = 2’-“c’(v) T(v))‘a; (a, as in Section 1). Since c’(v) c’( -v) = 
p,(v))’ (cl, the Plancherel density associated to 5,) then, as before, 
p.[(v) d,,,(v) d,.,( -v) = -(4/7c)v sin 7cv. (2.2) 
We will need the Eisenstein series E,(v, g) = EYE r,,,r a(yg)” + Pti,(k(yg)). 
Also, let {$jjjefV} be an orthonormal basis for Li(r\G)[q4,], where 
C$j= (Vj(Ho)2-P(H0)2) tij and ICl,(gk)=tij(g) 4,(k), for gEG, kEK 
Jo N. We will use the same notation as before (see (1.2) and Proposi- 
tion 1.2) by letting c,,,($~) (resp. D$P, Pi, v)) be the (P, X)-Fourier coef- 
ficient of tij (resp. E,(v, g)). Let $ E C”(A) be such that It++(u)1 < ca*P+’ for 
some E > 0, c > 0, $(a,) = ~(a,‘*) as t + +co and set 
%k) = c x(n(yg)) Il/(4yg)) d,(k(yg)), gEG. 
r.a- 
Now, taking into account (2.1) and (2.2) it is easy to check that the 
proofs of the analogs of Lemma 1.8 and Theorem 1.9 go through unchanged 
in this context. We thus have 
2.1. LEMMA. Fix b > p(H,). Let h(v) E Yb, h = Kq5 and let IJ E Cm(A) be 
gioen by $(a) = u~~~((u,u)~). Then 
where the integral converges uniformly on compuctu of G. 
2.2. THEOREM. Fix E > 0, b > p(H,,), 6 > 0. Let P, P’ be percuspidul 
parabolic subgroups of G and let x E (f N\N) h - { 11, x’ E (T,.\N’) “-{ 1). 
We assume that if P’ is not r-conjugate to P, then P’ = P. Let h(v) be an 
even, holomorphic function on S, + E = {v ( [Re VI < b + E} such that 
-nllmvl 
Ih( (1 ;,lmvl)2+” for vES~+~, 
Then 
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1 h(Vj) d,,,(Vj) d,,.o CJ?J cP.,x’(Icli) 
h(v) d,( -I’) d,,(V) D:(Py Pi, -V) D:,(P’y Pi, v) dv 
1 = ax) b.XWJ’~ 2 s 
h(v)v sin xv dv 
Rev=0 
+& 1 xhm)wk(~2m) 
de.Sk 
X 
s 
h(v) d,,(v) d,,W 4+P5,(m(~)) 
Rev=0 Cl(V) 
x Gf)k, x, tl, 46) aa, v) dv. 
2.3. Remark. If n = 1, G is locally isomorphic to X(2, R), and a sum 
formula for arbitrary weights was obtained by Proskurin ([PI ; see also 
[Br2]). The derivation of this formula could also be carried out by the 
above method, except that instead of (2.1) we have in this case 
J,(v,a) =4,&v) ~-p,vW)~ 
where Wk,, (x) denotes Whittaker W-function and 
(3.3) 
di(v)Z21-‘qv+l/2+n/2) 71 1’2 
T(v) T(v + l/2) 0 2 
c’(v). 
Thus one can use an inversion formula for Whittaker transforms (which 
involves also a discrete contribution, cf. [Br2]), to obtain analogous 
results to Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 
In the next section we will give more explicit forms of formula (K) in 
several special cases. In particular, we will show that if G = SL(2, R), it 
implies Kuznetsov’s well-known formula. 
3. SOME EXPLICIT FORMULAS 
The purpose of this section is to give more explicit versions of formula 
(K) in several special cases: G = SL(2, R), G = SL(2, C), G = SO(n, l), and 
G = SU(2, l), by using the computations in the Appendix. 
We first discuss in detail the classical case G = SL(2, R), I- any Fuchsian 
group. We will show that our formula specializes in this case to the formula 
proved by Kuznetsov, as extended by Proskurin (see [Br2; P; I]). We 
choose K=S0(2), A={[,Y Y!l]:y>O} and s*=[y A]. Let P=MAN, 
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where M=(fZ}, N= {n,[x~R}, and n,=[h-;I. We note that if 
a=[: y~,],thenaa=y2,aP=y.IfH,=[1~ Py,2]andB(X,Y)=2trXY’ 
for X, YES, then a(H,) = 1, B(H,, Ho) = 1. We will assume that ice is a 
cusp of r, that is, P is percuspidal. This can always be arranged by replac- 
ing r by gTgP ‘, for some g E G, if necessary. If P’ is a r-percuspidal 
parabolic subgroup, let ke K be so that P'= kPk-'. Then P' = MA'N' 
with A’=kAk-‘N’=kNk-‘. We set as above r,=rnN, r,=rnP, 
rN. = l-n N’, J’;= k-‘T,,k. Then there exist h > 0, h’ > 0, such that 
TN’ = bhm Imd), rEy-=(nhcm IrnEZ). If xE(rN\N)/\) X'E(rN'\N')", 
I# 1, x’ # 1, then there exist r, r’ E Z - (0) such that x(n,) = e2sir”‘h, 
(xf)k(nx) = e*niWh’. We also note that since M = ( f Z} then either rP = rN 
or IrP/rNI = 2 and in the last case either - IE r or rP is cyclic with gener- 
ator j3 = [ i1 “/:I. Hence 
1 
1, rN=rp 
a(x)= C x(W)= 2, rN+rp, --IEr (3.1) 
It rN\rP 1+(-l)‘, rN#rp, -I+r. 
Also, since d,(~)=2~-“aj;c(v)/T(v), c(v)=r(v)/r(1/2)r(v+ l/2), and 
r($)r(2v)=2*~-lr(v)r(v+$), 
q4 qv) 2*-yaxaxy W,Q’ 
c(v) =r(v)r(v+ i/2)17(1/2)= c(2v) . 
Given any 1 E fi, x(nx) = eiox, a E R, let X, = [8 31, where XX satisfies 
(&)(X) = i2 tr XX:, for any X, = [z ;] EK Then 2ixx, = iux, or xX = u/2. 
Hence x is normalized if and only if 2x: = + i, or a = + 1. We also note 
that an,6’ = PZ,.,, if a E A. 
If as above x(n,) = e2nirx’h and a, is defined by a; = 271 /r-l/h, we have that 
x(nx) = q(a,n,u;‘), where q(n,) = esg(‘iiy and q is a normalized character. 
It follows that ai = ~1;‘~~” = (2nIrl/h)“Ho’ and, similarly, (a,,)” = 
(211 Ir’l/h’)“‘Ho’. We thus have 
d,(v) d,,(v) 8x2 Jrr’l/hh’ 
c(v) YTI-(~v(H~)). (3.2) 
Then, by (3.2) and the calculation in [MW, (4.11)], we have that if 
6cSk, 
4 
=; v(H,) a; 
(3.3) 
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(Recall that we have removed the normalization factor l/Z(2v(H,) + 1) in 
the definition of M(v, g),) 
Let gE G, g = I$$ 2:;; 1, c(g) ~0. Then ge Ps*N can be written 
g=ni(g)a,m(g)s*n,(g), uniquely with n,(g)EN, ~,EA, m(g)EM. 
One furthermore computes a: = /c(g)1 -‘, ni(g) = n,(,),(,)-~, and n,(g) = 
~dkk(s)r’~ 
Hence if x, x’ are as above and 6 E Sk (recall that Sk n P = 0) then 
As in (1.12), given c>O, set (Sk),= {sESk/ Ic(S)l =c} and define 
S,,.,()., f; c) = c e24n(d)r’h +?T, r, r’EH, CE [w+. 
6 E (=I, 
It is easy to check that this expression does not depend on the particular 
system of representatives S chosen. Set 
V= {c~[wI /c(d)1 =cforsome6~Sk}. 
In this notation we have, using (3.3) that the right-hand 
given by 
4x) 6 
s 
+CC 
IT2 
(~.x).(~‘,x’) h(it)t sin nt dr -m 
side of (K) is 
(3.4) 
Here, by (3.1) a(x) = 1,2, or 0 and in the case when IZ,\Z,l = 2 and r 
is odd, all terms in the formula are zero (for any Z-automorphic form the 
(P, X)-Fourier coefficient is zero). 
Also sin wK,(x) = (72/2)(1_,(x) -Z”(x)) and sin it = i sinh t. Hence 
[‘mh(if)~Z2i,(x)d~=$~~CCh(it)tsin2nt.K2i~(x)dt. 
--oc cc 
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We continue the discussion of the case G = SL(2, [w) now under the 
assumption (1.12) on the Kloosterman sums S(r, r’; c) : 
1 IS,.,(r, r’; c)l C2 < 00. 
ctM 
(3.5) 
We note that this is no assumption for congruence subgroups. In fact, by 
using Weil estimates for Kloosterman sums, A. Selberg has shown that 
C IS,,.,(r, r’, c)] C-~/~-‘-C co 
for any E > 0. It is an open question whether (3.5) holds for any Fuchsian 
group. However, as examples due to A. Selberg show, (3.5) cannot hold for 
any E>O with c- 2+c in place of cp2, uniformly for all Fuchsian groups l7 
Theorem 1.11, together with the computations in this section, gives a 
new proof of the sum formula under assumption (3.5) (see [I]). It will be 
convenient to set, in the notation of (1.2) and Proposition 1.2, 
c~,,(ll/j) = C,,($j) d,(v), D:(f’, P’, V) = D:(P, P’, V) d,(V), 
where 
dx(v) = 
2’-7+(v) 21 -vav 
x 
T(v) =&cz-(v+1/2)’ 
We then have 
3.1. COROLLARY. Let G = SL(2, R), TC G a discrete subgroup of finite 
covolume. Let P, P’ be two percuspidal parabolic subgroups of G and let 
X=XrE(JIN\NA’, ~‘=$E(T~,\N’)“, (x#l,x’#l), be such that (3.5) 
holds. Iff(v) is an even holomorphic function on (v 1 1Re VI < & + E} such that 
If(v)<c(l/(l+ Ivl)2’d) for some E>O, c>O, then 
1 ftvj) ~ 
- cP,,(@j) cF,,y'(ILj) 
.i cos "VI 
D;.(P’, Pi, it) D;(P, Pi, it) dt 
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f’(x) = t ,‘,’ 2 Jzit(X) dt, if rr’>O 
f-,x,=$ j’” tf(it) sinhrrtK,,,(x) dt if rr’<O. 
-co 
Furthermore, P’ = kPk-‘, k E K, and we assume that either P’ = P, or P’ 
is not r-conjugate to P. Finally, S is a complete system of representatives 
for r,\r/r,. if P’ # P (resp. for rN\r- T,/T, if P’ = P), (Sk), = 
(6czSkI /c(J)1 =c}, V= {cell+ I(Sk),#q5}, and 
Sp,pf(r, r’; c)= 1 (e’“‘( 
a(d)r/h +d(d) r’lh’) 
c )). 
6 E (W< 
In the case when r= SL(2, Z), Corollary 3.2 yields the original Kuznetsov 
formula. Later Proskurin [P] and Bruggeman [Br2] obtained generaliza- 
tions for general Fuchsian groups and arbitrary weights (see also [I]). 
In formula (K), Theorem 1.9, the left-hand side and the first term in the 
right-hand side are given by expressions which are the same for all rank- 
one groups. The second term in the right-hand side involving the z-function 
depends on the algebraic structure of each particular group. In the exam- 
ples to follow we will calculate this second term which will be denoted by 
n2(h), for simplicity. We first consider the case when G = SL(2, C). 
We have d,(v)=2’-“aj;c(v)/T(v) (v+ v(H,) as usual) and c(v)= 
l/v(H,), in this case. Hence, 
d,(v) d,@) = 22-2”Wo) (a a ),z 
c(v) r(v(ff,)+ iJ2 X X’ . 
We will use the notation in the Appendix. Let H= f[A -ol], X= 1: A], 
JX= [z 51. If x is a unitary character of N, then dx(X) = ip, dx(JX) = ir], 
,u, q E Iw. We set 5, = p + iv. We will use the invariant form 
(X, Y)=2RetrXY-‘, X, Y~g=e1(2,C). Then (H,H)=l. If ZE@, If 
zE@, let X,= [8 ;]En. Then 
(X,,, A’,,)=2 Rez,?$. 
Let XX = X2, be so that dx(XJ = i(X,+ X,,) for z E C. Then 
2i Re z,Z= i(p Re z + q Im z) = i Re(p + iq)Z; 
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that is, zx = it,. Furthermore (XZx, XZ,) = 2 Izx12; hence x is normalized if 
and only if lzxl = k, or /[,I = 1. If UEA, then Ad(a) X==X,,,. Now 
kWWa, ‘1 xz) = ktd(J-‘,,4 
= Re rxa;P;. 
Thus x’(n) = x(a;‘na,) is normalized if and only if a; = /4,1, hence 
a; = I& “. Thus 
d,(v)d,,(v) 22-2”4txlyI~x,Iv 
c(v) = f(v+ 1)2 (as usual x1 = (x’)~). 
Therefore, using (3.6) and (A.ll) we obtain for IT,(h), 
4 ,;, x(n1(6)) X1(%(6)) ~;s,,,=, NV) 
. Z,(5;“5:~~6) Zy([:‘2g;(%6) dv, 
where z6 = z(m(6) us). 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Let G = SO(n + 1, I), n > 3. In this case 
c(v) = 0) f(v(Ho)) 
W2) m/2 + v(ffo)) 
d,(v) d,,(v) (~,~JW) 
c(v) = m/2) T(v(Ho)) o/2 + v(Ho)) 
Furthermore, by Proposition A. 1 we have, for mu E MA, 
7(x1, x, ma, v) 
(- l)‘1”2k(d~1)(Ad(mas*)-1 Y/q2k) 
=& 2kj!k! n;“=“,i” 3 / (v(ff,) + 42 + I) rI;= 1 (v(ffo) + ; + f.1 
Ad(m-‘) Ad(a-‘) Y{q2“ = u(J+4k)or(Ad(m-1) Yl)jq2k. 
(Note that in the case (P, 10 = (P’, x’) we furthermore have (dx)(Ad(s*)-’ 
Ad(m)-’ Ad(a))1Y/q2k) = a(if4k)crlj+4k( Y,, Ad(m) Y, )j.) 
Hence n,(h) can be written 
x (Ad(m(G) s*))’ Yiq2k) r(n) 1 T(42) 271 
i 
+m 
X 
h(it)(a,a,.)“u~ 
--co r(it) T(n/2 + it) JJ2L+j+’ r o (it+n/2+I)nF=, (it+++r)df’ 
(3.8) 
580/93/l-14 
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Finally, let G = SU(2, 1). Then 
c(v) = P v. T(v) 
T(v/2 + 1 )2 
d,(v) d./(v) 2’+2; 2’-’ .22p” 
c(v) = 
24~3”(uxux*)” v(H,) 
T(v) ‘r(v/2+1)2”~,=r(y+1)r(v/2+1)‘. 
We thus get from Proposition A.4 that R,(h) equals 
(m + n)a e3i(m - n)O(m(b)) 
x 1 u* 
m!n! ( 
Z,z(,,)k)m(z,z(,,)k)” 
m,n>O 
X 
s h(v) 
24~3v(uXu,~)‘v(Ho) T(v + m + n) 
dv. 
Rev=0 T(v/2+m+l)T(v/2+n+l)T(v+m+l)T(v+n+l) 
(3.9) 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we will calculate very explicitly the Whittaker vector 
M(v) = T( -v)(6,) in the case when G locally isomorphic with SU(2, l), 
G= SL(2, C), or G = SO(n + 1, l), n 3 3. We will first consider the last 
case, since the calculation for G = SU(2, 1) or G = SL(2, C) follows rather 
directly from results in [GW]. Let I,, be the identity n x n matrix, let 
J= [ 
0 0 1 
0 
z, 
1 0 0 1 0 
and let 
g= (xEM,+2([W)IXJ+JXf=0}. 
Then g is the Lie algebra of SO(n + 1, 1) and let O(X) = -X’, the canonical 
Cartan involution of g. Let a = RH, where 
1 
H= 
0 [ 1 0 -1 
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and let B(X, Y) = 4 tr X, Y, (A’, Y) = -B(X, 0Y), A’, YE g. Then B is 
g-invariant and B(H, H) = 1. If x E R”, set 0 x 0 X(x)= 0 0 x’ .[ 1 0 0 0 
Then [H, X(x)] =X(x), [H, X(x)‘] = -X(x)‘. Let CXE a* be given by 
cc(H) = 1. Then n = nor = {X(x) 1 x E OF} and one checks that 
One has 
If x E R”, [WA ), JJx)l = WxA 1 (A.1 1 
C-vx), J?YYl= (x, y)H+ WX’Y- Y’X). (A.21 
Set Xi = X(e,), Yi = X(,Z,)~. Then {Xi: 1 < i < n} is an orthonormal basis 
of n with respect to ( , ). We also have 
CCxi, y,l~ ykl = -hkiYj+ 6/cjyi-6.vv yk. (A.3) 
Indeed, 
C [Xi, yjl, Ykl = C [Wei), x(ej)tl, Ykl 
= [c?,H+ M(efej- ejei), Y,] 
= -6, Y, - [X(e,), M(e:e, - eJei)]’ 
= -6, Y, - X(e,e:e, - e,ejei)’ by (A.11 
= -6, Y, - S& Y, + 6, Yj, as asserted. 
Let q = C:= 1 Yf. We will need the following commutation relations : 
[Xl, Y{] =; Y{P’(2H-j+ 1). (A.4) 
If i> 1, k>O, [Xi,qk]~kYiqk-l(2H+n-1-2k),modU(g).m. 
(A.5) 
Yi Y{-’ mod U(g) .m. (A.61 
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We next verify (AS) and (A.6) leaving the verification of (A.4) to the 
reader. If k = 0, (A.5) is clear. If k = 1, 
C Cxi, y,‘l = 1 Cxi9 yjl yj + yjCxi3 yjl 
i i 
=F ccx,, r,l, yjl+py,c& Yjl. 
i 
If i# j, [Xi, Yi] ~tn; hence, the second summand is congruent to 
2 Y,H mod U(g)m. Thus, by (A.3), the above is congruent to 
-26,Y,+(n-1) Yi+2YiH= Y,(~H+PJ-~) 
mod U(g)m, as asserted. If k 3 1 we have, since [m, q] = 0, 
Cxi3 qk+ ‘I= Cxi3 41 qk + 4Cxi9 qkl 
s Yi(2H+ n - 3) qk + kYiqk(2H+ n - 1 - 2k) mod U(g)n 
=(k+l) Yiqk(2H+n-3-2k)- Y,qk(2H+n-3-2k) 
+2kYiqk+2YiqkH+2Yi[H, qk] + Yiq”(n-3) 
=(k+l) Yiqk(2H+n-3-2k), 
since [H, qk] = -2kqk. This proves (A.5). If j= 0 or 1, (A.6) is clear. If 
j> 2, 
j-l 
[Jr,, Y/l = c Yf[X,, Y,] Yip-’ 
p=o 
j-l 
E 1 Yp[[X,, Y,], Y{-p-‘] mod U(g)m 
p=o 
j-1 J-P-2 
= 1 rp 1 YY[[X,, Y,], Y,] Y[--p--y--:! 
p=o q=o 
j-l j-p-2 
= Yi 1 1 r:-’ by (A.3) 
p=o q=O 
Let now x be a character on n, x(X,) = II E R, x(X,) = 0 (i > 1). We will 
be looking for a X-Whittaker vector u(n, v) in M(v)[n], the ii-completion 
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of M(v)= U(g)@U,,C,@,= U(ti)@C, where p=m@a@n, men acts by 0 
on C, and H acts by v(H,). Write 
u(L, v) = 1 a,(& v) Y’@ 1, a& v) = 1. 
IEN” 
We will determine the coefficients a,(L, v) so that 
X.24@, v) = x(X) u(A, v), XEn. 
We note that if M, = {m E MI Ad(m) X, =X,] then MI 1: SO(n - 1) and 
MI acts on cJ!=z RY, by the standard representation. Furthermore, if 
mEMl, then m,.u(L, v)= ~(2, v) generically, by uniqueness of the 
Whittaker vector. Also U(n) 1: @[ Y1, . . . . Y,] and if f~ Use, 
f =Cj y:‘fi(y2, ...9 Y,,), where f, E C[ Y,, . . . . Y,]“‘. Thus each fi is a 
polynomial in q1 = XI= 2 Yf. Hence, if q = C; Y:, it is clear that we may 
write 
42, v)= c Q,,k Y{qkO 1, 
j,k>O 
where uj,k = uj,k(l, v). We Will next use (A.4), (A.5), and (A.6) to find some 
recurrence relations among the COefiCientS aj,k(d) v). We have 
(A.7) 
~uj,k(l.,v)x,Y:qk~l=o, if ia2. 
Now 
A-1 Y/qk@ 1 
=f Y/-‘(2H,-j+ l)qk@l 
+kY{+‘qk-‘(2H,,+n-2k-l)@l 
=;(-4k+2v-j+l) Y[-‘qk@1+k(2v+n-l-2k) Y{-lqk-l@l, 
so (A.7) implies that 
+(k+1)(2v+n-3-2k)uj- l,k+ ItA, “I = n”j,k(n, “1. (A.81 
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Now if i>l, 
Thus 
Uj,k(l, V) Y/-‘qk@ 1 
+ k(2V + n - 1 - 2k) aj,k(l, V) Y{qk- ’ @ 1. 
Hence 
(j+ 2)(j+ 1) 
2 
aj+2,k(~,v)+(k+1)(2V+n-3+2k)Uj,k+,(~,v)=O. (A.9) 
Now (A.8) and (A.9) imply 
Li+ 1) 
~(-4k+2V-2j)Uj+l,k(A, v)=hj,k(i, V), 
Hence 
uj,k(k V) = 
1' 
j! n',-' (v-2k-r)uo~k(i' ") 
and substituting into (A.9) we find that 
Ai+ 
aO,k(‘6 v, + 
(k+1)(2v+n-3-2k),I’ 
j! lJ{ZA (v-2k-r) j! ni’t (v-2k-r-2) aO,k+l(~~V)=O; 
that is, 
( - 1 )kP 
u0~k(iV)=2tk!~~~,l(v-r)~$=1(v+((n-l),’2)-r)’ 
since a,,, = 1 and, finally, 
uj5k(A~ ‘) = 2&j! k! ryy- 1 
(--l)kAj+Zk 
(V-NIL (v+((n-1)/2)-r)’ 
(A.lO) 
We must change the parameter v into -v-p, since Ho acts by 
-(v + p))(H,) on 6, E (H”,)‘. Thus the (j, k)-coefficient is 
(-l)jl’+= 
2kj! k! nf”=‘d’-’ (WO) + (42) + r) IX= 1 (Wo) + l/2 + r)’ 
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We thus have 
A.l. PROPOSITION. Let G be locally isomorphic with SO(n + 1, l), n > 3. 
Then in the notation above 
T(-v)=u(& -v-p) 
=,E2kj!kqyy-’ (-1wi+2kY~q2k . , (v(Hd + ($2) + r) IX=, (v(Hd + t + r)’ 
A holomorphic Whittaker vector is obtained by multiplying by the normaliz- 
ing factor, 
1 
z(v)=T(v(H0)+(n/2))T(v(H,)+(3/2))’ 
that is, 
Z(v) T(-v)= 1 
( - 1)’ ,j”‘+ 2k y;q2k 
j,k.,2kj!k!T(v(H0)+(n/2)+2k+j)r(v(H0)+k+(3/2)) 
Now let Z-c G be a discrete subgroup of finite covolume and let 
D$.(P’, P, v) be the (P’X’)-Fourier coefficient of the unnormalized M-series 
MX(v, g). (See Proposition 1.2.) We note that (dX)(Ad(m(G)a,s*)-’ Y{q2k)= 
ay+4i)a Jjf4k( Y,, Ad(m(G)) Y, ) ; hence we have 
A.2 COROLLARY. Let G be locally isomorphic with SO(n + 1, l), n 3 3. rf 
Re v(H,) > p(H,), then, in the notation in Proposition A.1 we have 
( - l)iAD+6ka$j+4k)( Y,, Ad(m(G)) Y, )j 
“&, 2“j! k! nf”td’-’ (v(ff0) + 42 + r) nF= 1 (v(H,) + l/2 + r)’ 
A.3 Remark. We recall that, as proved in [MW], D!JP, P, v) has a 
meromorphic continuation to @ and the nonzero eigenvalues of C on 
Li(T\G/K) have the form v,(H,)* -Pi, where vi ranges over the poles 
of (D:( P, P, v) : x E (I’,\N) h } in the closed right half-plane. 
We discuss next the case when G = SU(2, 1). Consider the Hermitian 
form on C3, h(z, w) = zl WX + z2G2 + z,W,. Then SU(2, 1) can be described 
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as the subgroup of SL(3, C) of matrices leaving h(z, w) invariant. We 
choose 
10 0 
H=OO 0 
0 O-l 
and a = l&Y. Then 
i 
p 0 0 
M= m(O)= 0 eCzie 0 8ER 
0 0 eie 
Let P=MAN, N=GnN,., 
a, b, c E @ . 
Then h = m, 0 a, is the space of diagonal matrices of trace zero. If h, 0 0 
h= 0 h2 0 , [ 1 0 0 h, 
let ei(h)= hi. Then the roots of h on n,, are a, =el -c2, a2 = E~--c~, 
fi = &I - s3 with corresponding root vectors X,, = E,,, X,, = E23, X, = E,3, 
where (as usual) E, is the matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position and zeros 
elsewhere. We note that if 
then G= (gESL(3,C) 1 g*Jg=J}. Thus g= {XEM,(@)IX= -x}, where 
X=JX*J. Set X1=&, X*=X,,, X,=X,, Y,=E,,, Y2=Ej2, Y3=E3,. 
Then X, = -z2, X2= -Xi, TX =X,. Hence 
n= (X=zX,-ZX2+tX3~zEC, t&}. 
A basis of n is thus {X, - X2, i(X, + X2), X3}. If x is a unitary character of 
N, then (&)(X1 --X2)= @, (&)(X1 +X2)=? for some Jo, r] E R, and x is 
generic if q+ip#O. Set tX= i(q +ip). Then &(X1)= tX, &(X,)=5;, 
&(I,) = 0. If we take 
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OOi 
s*= 0 1 0 , [ 1 i 0 0 
then Ad(s*))‘Y, = ix,, Ad(s*))‘Y, = -ix,. Furthermore, a,(H) = 
Q(H)= 1, cc,(H)=2, and if m=rn(B)~M, then Ad(m) Y, =e3iBY1, 
Ad(m) Y, = e-3i8Y2, Ad(m) Y, = Y,. If [ is the trivial representation of M 
we have, in the notation of [GW, Section 7, ,I(<, v) = v = $v(H)p. (Note 
that p(H) = i Cf a,(H) = 2.) 
Thus the formula in [GW, p. 2301 implies that 
A.4 PROPOSITION. Let G = SU(2, 1). In the notation above 
WV) 
= c 
r-&L;“,:: 1 (v + A 
m,n,,,O m!n!l! n,Ft;’ (v/2 +A II:= 1 (v/2 +A F&T=;’ (v +A 
r;lr;r; 
Furrhermore, $ Z(v) = l/T(v/2 + 1 )*T(v + 1 ), then 
Z(v) T( -v)= 1 
T(v+m+n+I+ 1) 
m,n,,aO m!n!Z!T(v/2+m+Z+l)T(v/2+n+l) 
( 
r;lr;r;. 
xZJv+m+I+l)T(v+n+1+1) 
On the other hand, in the notation of Proposition 1.2, we have $m = m(e), 
aeA, 
Qxl y x, ma, v) 
-- 
=c 
n;==‘-,“,, (v+i)(a”)“+” e3”m-“)S(5x5x,)(rx5x,) 
m,naOm!n!Iljm_l (vP+AFI7=, (vP+AIl,~=, (v+j) 
= c RY+” (v+j)(,a)m+ne3”“-n)e(5x5x,)(~:r,,) 
m,n20m!n! FI,y=, W+~)(v+.MI~=, W+A(v+A 
A.5 COROLLARY. In the notation of Proposition 1.2 we have if Re v(H,) > 
dH,), 
qv, p, v) 
=r i+ 1 
( > 
* T(v+ 1) 1 x(nl(d)n,(6)) a;+p 
6ES 
XC 
~(v+m+n+1)(a~)“+“e3”“-“‘e6~2m~2n 
x x 
,,,,,m!n!ZJv/2+m+l)T(v/2+n+l)f(v+m+l)T(v+n+l) 
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We now assume that g = sI(2, C) is looked upon as a real Lie algebra. 
Let J denote multiplication by i in g. Then, on gC, J has eigenvalues i and 
-i with corresponding eigenspaces {X- iJXj XE g} and (X+ iJX( XE g}, 
respectively. Let H=i[A Oil, X= [8 h], Y= [y i], a=RH as usual. 
Then m = RJH, M= (m(0) = Ce: ,_9,,,]18~[W}. Set h=lQH+RJH, n= 
RX+ RJX. Then nC = (nc)a, 0 (nc)a2 with { ~i, CQ} the roots of 6, = IJ, 0 n, 
with respect to h,.. We have that (nJa, = @(X- UX), (nr!az = 6=(X+ iJX), 
and g,(H)=cc,(H)= 1, cr,(JH)=i, cr,(JH)=i. Let <EM, VE@. Then 
/l(& v)(H)=v(H),/l(& v)(JH)=&(JH),p(H)=l,p(JH)=O.Thus/t(& v)= 
v(H)p = $QII) a, + g(H) cI2. Set X, = (X- iJX)/2, X- = (X+ iJX)/2, 
Y, = (Y- iJY)/2, Y_ = (Y+ iJY)/2. 
If x E fi, then (&)(X) = ip, (&)(JX) = iv with ,D, q E R. Set ?jx = p + iv. We 
have 
&( (X- iJX)@) = (rj + ip)/2 = i<,/2 
&((X+ iJX)/2)= (-r] +~$)/2=i<~/2. 
Thus, applying [GW, 0.41, we find 
A.6 PROPOSITION. Let g = 51(2, C), then 
T(-v)=f(v+ l)* c (-1/2)“+“(tj+ip)“(--q+ip)“Y”,YF 
P&/Z>0 
m!n!~(v+m+1)~(v+n+l) 
If s* = [ “, A], then Ad(s*)X= -Y, Ad(s*)Y= -X. So Ad(s*) Y, = 
-x+ 3 Ad(s*) Y_ = -X-. If rn = m(0), then Ad(m) Y, = eieY+, 
Ad(m) Y- =e-“Y. Also if, meM, UEA, then ma= [$@” o-$2eto]. Set 
z = z(ma) = aP/2epies We have Ad(ma) Y, =fP2Y+, Ad(ma) YP =z-*Y-. 
Now 
(- 1/2)“+“(q + ip)m( -q + i,u)“( - l)“‘“(dX,)(Ad(mas*)-‘UT Y”) 
where <:I’, {i{ are fixed square-roots of 5, and lx,, respectively, 
-- 
Q1,x,m4v)=T(v+1) C 
(5:‘*5:~/2)2”(~:‘25:~~/2)2” 
m,nron!m!T(v+n+l)T(v+m+l)’ 
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We now recall that 
Z”(Z) = ; 
0 
\’ c (z/2)*” 
.>(p! T(v+n+l) 
for z E @ off a half-line 
other hand, 
2v 
(depending on the branch chosen for z”). On the 
and now the right-hand side (hence also the left-hand side) is continuously 
defined for z E @. Furthermore, if z = z(ma), 
We thus have 
7(x1, x, ma, v) = T(v + 1)222” I<,1 -” 1<,,1 pva-VZ,,(5:‘2<:~) Z,,([~“g~:*F). 
(A.ll) 
As a consequence, 
A.1 COROLLARY. Let g = sI(2, C). In the notation above we have, if 
Re v(H) > p(f-0, 
where z6 = z(m(6) ad). 
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